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The Organizer of Speman Mangold is a group of cells responsible for the induction of neural tissue during the development of amphibian embryos. The introduction of the organizers, first described in 1924 by Hans Speman and Hilde Mangold, provided evidence that cell fate could be affected by factors
in other cell populations. The discovery had a significant impact on the world of developmental biology and fundamentally changed the understanding of early development. Discovery Speman Mangold organizers were first described by Hans Speman and Hilde Mangold in 1924. Before discovery, several
groups hypothesized that some of the embryos under development existed as tissue centers. In 1918 and 1921, Hans Speman, when transplanting the estimated epidermis into the region of the estimated neural tissue, changed the fate of the transplanted cells to the fate of the new destination, as well as
the estimated nerve tissue it was shown to transplant to the location where the estimated epidermis is formed. Speman also showed that secondary embryonic primodium, including secondary nerve canals, notochonds and smites, is formed by implanting the work into the area of the estimated epidermis
from the upper blastpore lip. Furthermore, the embryo was divided in half, by rotating the pole of the animal with regard to the plant pole, resulting in a determination to spread to the upper half of the animal from the lower plant pole where the upper blast olelip is located. He also fused two same halves
from different embryos and observed the formation of nerve plates. The study provided initial evidence to support the concept that there are several tissue centers that were determined before other embryonic tissues and influenced the determination of surrounding cells. To test this hypothesis, Speman,
along with Hilde Mangold, conducted experiments between 1921 and 1922 using the embryos of Trituras Criteintephus and Triturus Teniatus, which occurred in the stomach. The experiment was similar to an experiment conducted in 1918, but instead of homogeneous transplantation, two closely related
product embryos were used. One of the advantages of using cli status and teniatus embryos, because colorable stem cells lacked pigment cells, it was possible to easily track the fate of transplantation when placed in pigment-based cells. A piece of blastole's lips above was removed from the crilestas
embryo and transplanted away from the developing host into the abdominal region of the estimated epidermis of the teniatus embryo. After this implantation, they observed the formation of secondary embryonic primodium, which is in match with previous studies. The secondary embryo had normal
characteristics of the first embryo, including structures such as nerve plates and notochoon, but was slightly delayed in development. Cross-sectionalization of embryos showed cellsTransplantation was incorporated into the mesothodem, the nerve plate, which made up almost all of the notochol of the
secondary embryo. Furthermore, it was shown that the nerve plate was almost completely configured in the cells of the host teniatus embryos. These experiments, a portion of the upper blast ole lips were implanted into indifferent tissue of another embryo, it is possible to induce the host tissue to the
formation of secondary embryos, thus the transplanted tissue as a tissue center It concluded that it is possible to be involved. The discovery of the Speman Mangold Organizer is considered one of the most influential discoveries in the field of developmental biology, with Hans Speman winning the Nobel
Prize in 1935 [The mechanism of how the organiser operates is subject to decades of follow-up research.] The organizer of Speman Mangold refers to a population of cells of Xenops-Laebis embryos that establish the side abdominal and rear axes. The organizers are present in other species, but the term
Speman Mangold Organizer is specially reserved for amphibian embryos. The Speman Man gold organizer is located on a blast ole lip on the backswing where gastoration moves. Move the first party cell in front of you to localize it. Organizer cells are subdivided into heads, trunks, and tail organizers.
These different cell populations have different inducers, they set a unique growth factor gradient as they migrate. Secondary cell cell interactions further establish the axis as the stomach and neuralization continue. The organizer of Speman Mangold is particularly important in the induction of the
mesothelial. In three signal models, the wave side signal from the organizer is mediated by bone morphylation protein (BMP) gradient, causing cells of mesothelial fate. The other two signals are generated from the vegetation poles and induce extreme abdominal and hind mesothelials in the upper limit
region. In order for the organizers of Speman Mangold to form, factors of the mother, such as mVegT, must be present in the vegetation cap. [5] Wnt pathway signaling is a clue to other major maternal in the formation of the organizer, it is autonomously required for the expression of the organizer gene.
Sheamore (Sia) and twin (Xtwn) are expressed at the onset of conzygote gene expression in bratula, activated by Wnt signaling in Bratula Colkin and nogin expression (BCNE) centers. [6] [5] Sia and Xtwn acts as a homo or heterodymoid, it is possible to bind the P3 site stored in the proxile element of the
gescoid (Gsc) promoter (PE). [6] Wnt signaling is an internal dosovegitar region that induces additional transcription factors such as Xnr1, Xnr2, Gsc, and Cordin (chd), which acts with mVegT, which ups regulators Xnr5 secreted from the Niewkup center. The last clue, in combination with A.S.SA (cer),
induce transcription factors, mediated by Nodal/actin signalingThe organizer has both transcription and secreted factors. Transcription factors include gooscoid is all homeodrom domain proteins, Lim1, and Xnot. Goosekoid is the first organizer gene discovered, providing the first visualization of the
organizer cells of Speman Mamgold and the dynamic changes in the stomach. [7] It was first studied, but not the first gene activated. After transcriptional activation by Sia and Xtwn, Gsc is expressed in a subset of cells encompassing an arc of 60 degrees on the perile limit region. [8] Expression of Gsc
activates the expression of secretory signaling molecules. [7] Abdominal injection of Gsc leads to the type of expression seen in the original experiments of Speman and Mamgold: the axis of the set. [8] In order to differentiation of tissue, factors secreted from the tissue forms the gradient of the embryo.
Factor mechanism code BMP antagonist nogin BMP antagonist follistatin activin and BMP antagonist Frzb1 Wnt antagonist secretion flizzle-related protein-2 (sFrp2) Wnt antagonist crescent Wnt antagonist dick copft-1 Wnt antagonist Wnt antagonist Wnt After the discovery of the BMP anantiant-forming
morphenigen dysplasia protein (Admp) growth factor Internationally recognized Sepmann Mangold Organizer, many laboratories first discovered the inducers responsible for this tissue. Laboratories in Japan, Russia and Germany had a significant international impact by changing the way development
organizations view and research. [9] [10] However, due to slow progress in the field, many laboratories keep the benefits of their research away from the organizers, but not before the impact of the discovery. Sixy years after the discovery of the organizers, many Nobel Prizes were awarded to
development biologists for research influenced by organizers [Japan was a closed society that did not participate in the progress of modern biology until the mid-19th century.] At the time, many of the students who studied in laboratories in the United States and Europe came back with new ideas about
their approach to development science. When a returning student tried to incorporate a new idea into Japanese experimental developmental science, he was rejected by members of the Japanese Society of Biology. After the publication of the Organizer of Speman Mangold, more students studied in
European laboratories to learn more about this organizer and returned to use that knowledge to help with the great benefits of embryonic biology of the time. The discovery of the organizers influenced many embryo-inducing projects in Japan. For example, Yamada T. created a double potential theory of
embryo induction processes. Another discovery after the organizer's discovery was a fate map of modified forkts using inyout and Xenops Brasra by researcher Osamu Nakamura. The concept of new transforo-type was proposed by Okada T.S. and G. Yiguchi. With these discoveries, manyIn Japan, I
was inspired by the publication of organizers by Speman and Mangold. The publication of the organizers of The Russian Sepmann Mangold has also had a significant impact on Russian development research. At first, the organizers of Speman are not accepted in Russia. Russian scientists did not agree
with the idea of embryonic derivatives (morphogens) because Russian researchers focused on evolutionary development patterns. Only when another researcher, A.Gurwitch, released the theory of the embryo field, Russian scientists agreed with many concepts of Gerwich's theory and began accepting
other development theories, including the organizers of Sepmann Mangold. With this new influence, laboratories in Moscow and Leningrad began to focus on genetic control of individual development instead of evolutionary development. Russia began to analyze morphological tissue interactions in a
similar way to speman using an eye lens system. From this study, Russia was able to add to the field in research on lens and nerve induction, and the discovery of lens induction influenced the beginning of the developmental mechanic lab opened in Russia. In Germany, the period immediately after the
publication of Spemann Mangold was known as a period of little progress, as many questions asked by the new organiser remained unsolved. The overall view of the organizers of Speman Mangold required supplemental research because many methods were not available at the time of publication.
Speman bed the development and molecular biology movement and influenced many projects in Germany based on his discovery. Studies of speman's minced meat tissue subsequently showed the presence of morphogens leading to the double gradient hypothesis of toivonene and saxene. This led to
the discovery that tissue research contained factors that triggered activity. With the discovery of Spemann Mangold's organisers and Morphogen's proposal, German laboratories were able to learn more about the mechanisms behind development in new ways to further deepen their knowledge of the field.
[10] See . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Induction of Embryonic Primodia by Transplantation of Organizers from Different Species. Journal of International Developmental Biology.45 (1): 13–38.PMID 11291841. The Zenops New Coop Center and the Speman Mangold Organizer share
the requirements of molecular components and motherly Wnt activity Developmental Biology.312 (1): 90–102.Doi: 10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.09.039. PMC 2170525.PMID 17964564. Regional-specific induction by the Speman Mangold Organizer. Nature reviews genetics 5 (6): 425–434.Doi: 10.1038/nrg1347.
PMID 15153995.S2CID 13176134. FGF signaling in the development of vertebrates Morgan &amp; Claypool Life Sciences. ISBN 978-1615040636.Dynamic binding of transcription factors to Cer and Gsc cis control modules in the gradual formation of the Speman Mangold Organizer. Development. 139
(9): 1651–1661.Doi: 10.1242/dev.068395. PMC 4074222.PMID 22492356. a b-pe, Sang-woo (April 15, 2011). Symour and Twin are redundant and essential in the formation of a Speman Organizer. Developmental Biology.352 (2): 367–381.Doi: 10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.01.034.PMC 3065516.PMID
21295564 Self-regulation in Speman Organizers and Amphibian Embryos. 7 (4): 296–302.Doi: 10.1038/nrm1855. PMC 2464568.PMID 16482093. Molecularity of Specume Organizers: The Role of the Xenops Homeobox Gene Gooscoid. Cell. 67 (6): 1111–1120.doi:10.1016/0092-8674(91)90288-a. PMC
3102583.PMID 1684739. The Influence of Speman on Developmental Biology in Japan Journal of International Developmental Biology.45 (1): 57–65.PMID 11291871. Developmental biology of amphibians after Hans Speman in Germany Journal of International Developmental Biology.45 (1): 39–
50.PMID 11291869. Results of the Concept of the Speman Mangold Organizer in Embryology Studies in Russia: Personal Impressions. Journal of International Developmental Biology.45 (1): 83–96.PMID 11291874.
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